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Abstract. In this article we present three unpublished Sanskrit / Tocharian A bilingual texts of M trce a's Var rhavar astotra 
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M trce a's Var rhavar astotra (VAV) is one of the 
most famous buddhastotras, literary compositions prais-
ing the Buddha, and it had a wide circulation in Tochar-
ian Buddhism [1]. Multiple manuscripts containing San-
skrit / Tocharian bilingual texts of this work have been 
extant, though all heavily damaged. Five Tocharian A 
texts were identified as such and published by E. Sieg 
and W. Siegling under numbers 392, 420, 422, 423 and 
427 [2]. Walter Couvreur added to them four Tochar-
ian B texts [3], which are now known as IOL Toch 74, 
IOL Toch 202, IOL Toch 203 and PK NS 414. Finally, 
Klaus Wille identified two more bilingual texts: one in 
Tocharian B, Or.15007/530 [4], the other in Tochar-
ian A, THT 4158 [5]. 

All of the above texts have been edited. But there is 
one more, considerably large Sanskrit / Tocharian A 
fragment whose Tocharian text is yet to be published: 
THT 1495 (M 135) from the Berlin Turfan Collec-

tion [6]. It was already identified by Emil Sieg and 
Wilhelm Siegling. Its label reads: 

T III. M 135 
M t . Buddhastotra 
VIII.33—IX.5 
Skt. \ Toch. A 

W. Siegling prepared a transcription of its Sanskrit 
text, which was used by Jens-Uwe Hartmann in his edi-
tion of the VAV [7]. But the Tocharian text, as far as we 
know, has not yet been brought to light. We believe that 
it is long overdue for an edition and analysis of this im-
portant text, which we propose below. 

Moreover, we would like to present an edition of two 
newly discovered Sanskrit / Tocharian A small bilingual 
texts of the VAV from the Berlin Turfan Collection: 
THT 1649 fgm. a and THT 1886. 
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Edition of THT 1495 

The folio consists of 5 lines (none are lost), torn at 
both edges. Each line has approximately 10 ak aras, 
except for a1=b5, which is twice shorter. 

Every p da is first given in Sanskrit and then in 
Tocharian A. The punctuation mark  serves to separate 
languages, except for b4, where its role is carried out by 
the visarga, and a3, where [pt]· immediately follows 
[b]uddhastotre. 

We follow the editorial principles of E. Sieg and 
W. Siegling [8]; the Tocharian text is given in italics. 

a1 //// w[ä]knuma \ [kr]  //// 
a2 //// m tr r[i]ma[dh]ye[ u]  tu [ort ] //// 
a3 //// – [s]\ p llune[ya ] – [b]uddhastotre [pt]  //// 
a4 //// || || ta[v]ai – – [sy]  saka[l]  //// 
a5 //// [s]p rtwlune[ya  nu  ]e p  //// [9] 
b1 //// [t]s lune [n s\] wramna   te [p]  //// [10] 
b2 //// ntikas te [bha]gava   ol\ [ ] //// 
b3 //// rñ[e] i muki ka  [  sa]ddharmapratis  //// 
b4 //// [rm] a  prucca[m]ñ[e] in p\ [y ] //// 
b5 //// 4 paro[p]  – //// 

Sanskrit Text 

Hartmann did not have an access to the manuscript of 
THT 1495 and used Siegling's transcription for his edi-
tion. While he rightly corrected Siegling's [ e] to [rma] in 
9.4 [11], there still remain two corrections to be made. 

Firstly, “ u | te p.///” [12] must be a mistake for 
“te p.///”: u of p da 9.2b is not extant in the manuscript. 

Secondly, Hartmann's transcription of 9.4b 
“///[ e] a/// (wohl rma a zu lesen)” ignores the visarga, 

which must have been taken for a punctuation mark, al-
though it is distinguished in form from the separating 
dot, , used elsewhere in the manuscript: it consists of 
two dots placed one above the other. 

With that said, we give below the text of VAV 
8.33c—9.5b according to Hartmann, supplemented by 
a newly discovered text Or. 15007/25 + 268 (in 
bold) [13]. The text found in THT 1495 is underlined:

 
[u]tpadyeran (– –)l loke  tv dr  bhadrab ndhav  || 33 
parata  pratipatti< > s   y[e]na te t(r)ivi(dha – – |) 
(– –) mitr rimadhye u  suhrd ev nukampaka  || 34 
(var rhava)r e buddhastotra upak ras(tavo n)[ ]m ama  pa(riccheda  8 ||) 
tavaiv[ai]kasya sakal   prati[sa] sta[ra]dhar[m]at  | 
(par nu)grahavrttau tu  e ap lla[v]iko jana  || 1 
t vak  ye ’pi dr yante  santa  sa grahavastu u | 
te ’py as [kal]ya (– – –  – – – – – – – – || 2) 
(pr ) ntikas te bhagavan(n  mi apratisa stara  |) 
[v]igat c ryamu i[  ca]  saddharmapratisa (stara  || 3) 
(– – – – – – .) [s]i   pratisa starakarma a< > | 
(– – – – – – – –   – – – sa)[rva]sa[ ]pad m || 4 
paropa[gh ](ta – – –   – – – – – – ja)gat | 

On the Metrical Structure 

The VAV is predominantly written in loka, a meter 
where each stanza consists of four p das of 8 syllables 
each. As for its Tocharian A translation in bilingual 
texts, all the extant manuscripts are too fragmentary to 
determine their metrical structure, if there is any. No 
special metrical word forms can be found there with cer-
tainty. 

Moreover, the manuscripts of this type do not seem 
to be homogenous and can be divided into two groups. 
Texts A 420, 422 and 423 present very literal transla-
tions which follow each Sanskrit p da [14], while in 
A 392 the Tocharian text follows each two p das, and in 
A 427 it follows the whole stanza (four p das), and in 
both texts the translation is far from being literal. Text 
A 392 is part of the same manuscript as A 391, a bilin-
gual text of the Ud navarga, where the Tocharian trans-
lation is written in verse, taking into account the metrical 
form per kune- i  (line b3). For text A 427 it is also 

suggested by E. Sieg and W. Siegling [15] that it might 
be metrical, which would explain its freedom of transla-
tion. However, W. Couvreur assumes that texts A 392 
and A 427 contain not only translations, but also com-
mentaries on the verses of the VAV, which would ex-
plain the discrepancies between the Sanskrit and Tochar-
ian A texts [16]; we find this explanation less likely, be-
cause in this case the commentary must have been very 
short: e. g., both the translation and commentary of the 
entire stanza 1.9 must have fit into one line of the folio 
427, i. e., from a2 sä //// to a3 p lyo: 9. 

As stated above, in THT 1495 the Tocharian text fol-
lows each p da, which places this fragment in the same 
group with A 420, 422 and 423. The translation is not 
quite as literal as in those three texts (see lines b3, b4), 
and yet not as free as in A 392 and 427. 

Hence, we believe that the metrical structure of our 
text cannot be determined with certainty. 
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Reconstruction of Tocharian Text 

8.33d tv dr  bhadrab ndhav  “good friends like 
thee” = a1 //// (cu-)w[ä]knumä  [kr](a ) ////. 
(cu-)w[ä]knumä  is the N Pl m of the adjective 
cu-wäknum* “like thee” (cf. nä -wäknum “like me”); 
[kr](a ), or maybe one of its by-forms [kr](a ) or 
[kr](añ ), is the N Pl m of k su “good”. 

8.34c (– –) mitr rimadhye u “(thou art), among 
friends, foes and neutrals…” = a2 tu [ort ](s) ////. The 
restoration “thou art” is based on the Tibetan parallel 
(khyod ni dgra bshes bar-ma-la) and is now confirmed 
by the Tocharian text. tu is “thou”, [ort ](s) is the Acc Pl 
of ort* “friend”. If the translation is literal, we might 
expect a phrase like [ort ](s yäsluñcäs yw rcki sa ) 
with yäsluñcäs being the Acc Pl of yäslu* “enemy” and 
yw rcki sa  — Loc Pl of yw rcki* “middle” (= San-
skrit madhya) [17]. 

8.col (var rhava)r e “in the ‘Praise of the 
Praise-worthy’” = a3 //// – [s] p llune[ya ]. p l-
lune[ya ] is the Loc Sg of [p] llune “praise”, the verbal 
noun from päl- “to praise”. 

8.col [b]uddhastotre “in the praise of the Buddha” = 
a3 [pt]  ////, the beginning of some form of pt -ñkät 
“Buddha-god”. 

9.1c (par nu)grahavrttau tu “in the process of aiding 
others” = a5 //// [s]p rtwlune[ya  nu]. [s]p rtwlune[ya ] 
is the Loc Sg of sp rtwlune “rotating”, the verbal noun 
from sp rtw- “to rotate”; “to treat someone (in a certain 
way)”; it is a literal translation of the Sanskrit vrttau. [nu] 
is a particle used to translate Sanskrit tu, cf. 387 a1: api tu 
 ñikek nu. A possible conjecture for the beginning of 

line a5 is (kälymey ): the expression kälymey  sp rtw- “to 
treat someone right” is found in several Tocharian A texts, 
e. g., tri ñemya  kälymey  sp rtweñc (345 a2) “if they 
treat right the Three Jewels”. However, this conjecture 
remains dubious, since kälymey  sp rtwlune is not a lit-
eral translation of anugrahavrtti. 

9.2b sa grahavastu u “in the matters of attraction” 
= b1 //// (e )[t]s lune-< i>[n s] wramna . 
(e )[t]s lune-< i>[n s] is the Acc Pl f of e ts lune- i*, 
adjective from e ts lune “taking”, the verbal noun from 
e ts- “to take”. wramna  is the Loc Pl of wram “thing”. 

9.3a (pr ) ntikas “ending with one's life” = b2 
ol-[ ](katsum) ////. ol-[ ](katsum) is a bahuvr hi com-

pound comprising the elements ol “life”, k “end” and 
suffix -atsum, cf. 154 b2 (wla)[lu]ne- ka[tsu]m “whose 
end is death”. 

9.3c [v]igat c ryamu i[  ca] “and without the 
‘teacher's fist’” ( c ryamu i “teacher's fist” means 

a teacher's refusal to give instructions to pupils [18])  
b3 //// rñ[e]- i muki ka . ka  means “and”. //// rñ[e]- i 
is an adjective derived from an abstract noun with suf-
fix -rñe. The meaning of the word muki is unknown, but 
we can suggest thanks to the Sanskrit parallel that it 
means “fist”. As for the lost part, if we are to choose 
from the rñe-nouns known from elsewhere, (sne 
rapu)rñ[e]- i muki ka  “and without an avaricious fist” 
seems to be the best option: cf. rapurñe “cupiditas, avidi-
tas”. The expression sne rapurñe may be present in 
Tocharian A text THT 1649 fgm. d, b1 //// (s)[n](e) 
rapurñe t ki //// “let … be without avarice” [19]. 

Having established the meaning of the noun muki, 
we can shed light on the difficult line 152 a4, where the 
same word occurs in the Loc Sg: tsrä  mältont mok i 
mukya  e ssänträ  l les kr kes warsasy[o] sikont päp 
käl waromä(nt ). For the right part of this line the 

following translation was proposed: “stained with 
saliva (?), filth, with a reeking … smell” [20]. The left 
part can be understood as “they take a sharp … knife in 
…”. The meaning of the word mältont remains un-
known. If it is written correctly, it is the Acc Sg m of 
an adjective or a past participle mälto*, which does not 
occur anywhere else. However, it may be a mistake for 
m<k>ältont, from mkälto “little” with an omitted Frem-
dzeiche kä. 

As for the word mukya , the meaning “fist”, “closed 
hand” fits the context very well. Considering the context 
of line 152 a4, it may be suggested that the object of de-
scription is an embryo (Tocharian A co). If so, the 
meaning of this line might be: “they take a sharp little (?) 
knife into their fist, (extract an embryo) stained with sa-
liva (?), filth, with a reeking … smell”. If our hypothesis 
is correct, the process described can hardly be anything 
else other than Caesarean section, a procedure known 
since great antiquity. 

9.4b pratisa starakarma a  “of the distribution ac-
tivity”  b4 prucca[m]ñ[e]- in p [y ](mluneyis) ////. 
prucca[m]ñ[e]- in p is the G Sg m of pruccamñe- i*, an 
adjective derived from pruccamñe “excellence”. 
[y ](mluneyis) is the G Sg of y mlune, the verbal noun 
from y-/yp-/y m- “to do”. The Tocharian text here is not 
a literal rendition of the Sanskrit original (which makes 
our conjecture [y ](mluneyis) quite doubtable): 
pratisa stara means “distribution of gifts” [21], not “ex-
cellence”. The reason for this mismatch is unknown to 
us. It may be that pruccamñe- i* stood for sat “true, ex-
cellent” in 9.3d and was repeated here by mistake. 

Transcription with Conjectures (Excluding the Least Certain) 

a1 //// (cu-)w[ä]knumä  [kr](a ) //// 
a2 //// m(i)tr r[i]ma[dh]ye[ u]  tu [ort ](s) //// 
a3 //// – [s] p llune[ya ] ( ) [b]uddhastotre [pt]( ) //// 
a4 //// || || ta[v]ai(vaika)[sy](a) saka[l]( ) //// 
a5 //// [s]p rtwlune[ya  nu  ]e (a)p (llaviko jana ) //// 
b1 //// (e )[t]s lune-< i>[n s] wramna   te [p](y as -
kalya) //// 

b2 //// (pr ) ntikas te [bha]gava   ol-[ ](katsum) //// 
b3 //// (sne rapu)rñ[e]- i muki ka  [  
sa]ddharmapratis(a) (stara ) //// 
b4 //// (pratisa staraka)[rm](a) a  prucca[m]ñ[e]- in p 
[y ](mluneyis) //// 
b5 //// 4 paro[p](a)[gh ](ta) //// 
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Two More Fragments 

Below we discuss two small fragments from the Berlin Turfan Collection identified by us as Sanskrit / Tochar-
ian A bilingual texts of the VAV. 

THT 1649 fgm. a 

T r a n s l i t e r a t i o n  

a1 //// [c]w  yär r  //// 
a2 //// [k]  weñät\ – //// 

b1 //// lagamya  [c]  //// 
b2 //// rth ñä

\ t  //// 

The ak ara r  in a1 is written with a left-bound , 
which typically occurs only after , j,  and . The same 
form of  is also found in the ak aras r , ckw  and t  in 
lines A 400 b4—5 and again in the ak ara r  in line 
THT 2051 b2 (it remains unclear to us what language the 
verso of this text is written in). According to 
M. Peyrot [22], such form of  is “an ornamental feature 
at the end of the chapter”; this explanation seems possible 
for texts A 400 and THT 2051, but is hardly acceptable 
for THT 1649 fgm. a. One would rather think that this 
way of writing was used in order to spare space (the usual 
form of  after r, t, c requires some additional room on the 
right): in all three instances the text is written quite 
densely (in A 400 and THT 2051 it is bordered on the 
right by an ornamental pattern, which urged the scribes to 
spare space; in THT 1649 fgm. a the text after r  is lost). 

Line b1 contains the text of p da 5.15c [23]: 
[v]y[ p](i) [c]( )khal(a)gamya( ) [c](a). 

The identification of the Tocharian text, however, is 
not as simple. If we are to read (ti)rth ñ “heretics” in 
line b2, it can be a very free rendition of khala “mischie-
vous man” of the same p da. 

weñät in line a2 is the 2 Sg Conj A of trä k-/we- “to 
speak”, an expected, but hitherto unquotable form 
(maybe also found in THT 3270 a2 (we)[ñä]t). It might 
be part of p da 5.22a, whose text is only extant in Ti-
betan: gsung gcig bka' ni stsal-ba-las “if [thou] sayest 
a speech”. If so, the previous word is probably (ra)[k](e) 
“speech”. If our identification is correct, the verso and 
recto of this folio must be reversed. 

[c]w  yär r  means “around thee”, [c]w  being 
the Perl Sg of tu “thou” and yär r  — a postposition 
“around”, which governs the perlative case. The more 
usual form is yär r (of which a dozen of examples are 
found in the published texts), but a variant with -  is 
also attested in a gloss SHT 1478 b3 yrä r  (with rä 
written instead of är, a trait especially common in 
“late” Tocharian A texts: business notes, glosses, bilin-
gual texts, etc.) [24]. These words might pertain to 
p das 5.21a—b, which, again, survived only in the Ti-
betan translation: mos-pa du-ma-dang-ldan-pa 
mang-po 'khod-par gyur-pa-la “Many [people] of di-
verse believes have sat down”, i. e., sat down to hear 
the Buddha speak. 

T r a n s c r i p t i o n  w i t h  C o n j e c t u r e s  

“b”1 //// (c kha)lagamya  [c](a) //// 
“b”2 //// (ti)rth ñ t  //// 

“a”1 //// [c]w  yär r  //// 
“a”2 //// (ra)[k](e) weñät – //// 

THT 1886 

T r a n s l i t e r a t i o n  

a1 //// [n]  [m]  //// 
a2 //// [ñc ]l\ markampal [ ]  //// 
a3 //// [tm] ne : 1[4] – //// 

b1 //// unt\ ñi ñm s – //// 
b2 //// – dgu kara [ ] //// 
b3 //// o – //// 

Line a3 preserves the end of p das 2.14c—d [25]: 
bh vato ’stu bhav bh vabh van bh vit tmane || 14, 
line b2 — p da 2.8b, tvadgu karas rat m. There-
fore, the recto and verso of this folio are also to be 
reversed. 

unt in line b1 is the Acc Sg m or N-Acc Pl f of some 
adjective or past participle ending in -pu or - u; ñi 

ñm(e)s is the G Sg of ñi ñcäm “oneself”. This line 
might contain the translation of stanza 2.7 (ya)[th ] te 
svayam ev tm  gu air da abal dibhi  vi krta  
karu ay  t dr ya namo ’stu te “As thou hast manifested 
thyself through virtues like the Ten Powers, therefore 
I bow to thee”. 

Line a1 probably contains the Sanskrit word namas 
“bow”, whose occurrences abound in this part of the VAV. 

[ñc ]l in a2 is presumably the end of the phrase ( la 
)[ñc ]l (or ( l )[ñc ]l with a metrical syncope) “with 

hands put together (in reverence)”. This phrase is usually 
found in the form la ñc lyi ( l ñc lyi), although there 
is one occurrence of l ñc l in a late cursive text A 373 
(line a4 [26]), in verse; moreover, the form añc l (without 
final -i) is found several times in Tocharian B. märkam-
pal[ ]  is some form of the adjective märkampal- i, from 
märkampal “Dharma”. The text of this line is probably the 
translation of p da 2.13c (namas) [te] dharmaratn ya 
“I bow to thee, the jewel of the Dharma”. Interestingly, it 
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was suggested that (ci wi)[n] sa[m] in line b3 of 
THT 4158 also contains the translation of (namas) [te] 
“I bow to thee” of p da 2.13c [27]. If it is so, we still can-
not be sure if THT 4158 and THT 1886, which are proba-

bly not part of the same manuscript (they were discovered 
at different times), have preserved the same version, with 
both ( l )[ñc ]l and (ci wi)[n] sa[m] as an equivalent of 
namas te, or different versions of translation. 

T r a n s c r i p t i o n  w i t h  C o n j e c t u r e s  

“b”1 //// unt ñi ñm(e)s – //// 
“b”2 //// (tva)dgu kara(s)[ ](rat m) //// 
“b”3 //// o – //// 

“a”1 //// [n](a)[m]  //// 
“a”2 //// ( l )[ñc ]l märkampal-[ ]  //// 
“a”3 //// ( )[tm](a)ne : 1[4] – //// 

*** 
As can be seen, both THT 1649 fgm. a and THT 1886 

definitely belong to the category of non-literal bilingual 
texts. The unusual form ( l )[ñc ]l, if our conjecture is 
correct, might suggest a metrical translation for the latter. 

A d d e n d a  

A  C o n c o r d a n c e  o f  S a n s k r i t  /  T o c h a r i a n  A  B i l i n g u a l  T e x t s  o f  t h e  V A V  

1.8—15 A 427 
1.22—27 A 420 
2.7—13 THT 1886 
2.8—11 THT 4158 
3.4—9 A 423 

5.15—22 THT 1649 fgm. a 
6.25—29 A 422 
7.11—17 A 392 
8.33—9.5 THT 1495 

A b b r e v i a t i o n s  

A = (genus verbi) activum, Acc = (casus) accusativus, Conj = (modus) coniunctivus, f = (genus) femininum, G = (casus) ge-
netivus, Loc = (casus) locativus, m = (genus) masculinum, N = (casus) nominativus, Perl = (casus) perlativus, Pl = (numerus) plu-
ralis, Sg = (numerus) singularis 

N o t e s  

1. The importance of the figure of M trce a in Tocharian 
Buddhism is confirmed by a mention of his name in one 
Tocharian A text: m  – ce e pt ñkät kä i  päll tsi käryatsum 
trä kä  (A 69 b2) “M trce a, with the purpose of praising the 
Buddha-god the teacher, says…” (there is a mistake in the 
second syllable of the name M trce a: readings [tr] and [tri] 
are not possible; the most likely reading seems to be [tra]). 

2. Sieg & Siegling, 1921. 
3. See Couvreur, 1966. 
4. Wille, 2015: 138. 
5. Idem, 2012: 314. 
6. The images of the texts with siglum THT, with prelimi-

nary transliterations by Tatsushi Tamai and Katharina Kupfer, 
can be found at: 
http://titus.fkidg1.uni-frankfurt.de/texte/tocharic/thtframe.htm 
[Accessed 14.01.2017]. For the images of the texts with sigla 
IOL Toch, Or. and SHT see http://idp.bbaw.de [Accessed 
14.01.2017]. 

7. See Hartmann, 1987: 38—39, 252—255. 
8. Sieg & Siegling, 1921 
9. The scribe first wrote pp , but afterwards the second p 

was effaced. 
10. There is a tiny cross drawn between ne and [n ] indi-

cating an omitted ak ara and below it, a tiny -shaped sign, 
which might represent the ak ara to be inserted. We would 
expect i on linguistic grounds, and the upper part does look 

like a cursive i, but the lower part bears little resemblance to . 
It has to be noted, however, that usually ak aras to be inserted 
are written below the line. 

11. Hartmann, 1987: 255. 
12. Ibid.: 253. 
13. See Wille, 2015:  20. 
14. With the exception of A 420 a5—b5, where the corre-

sponding Sanskrit text is written in other meters, viz. 
Va astha and Vai vadev , whose p das consist of 
12 syllables. Here the Tocharian translation cuts each Sanskrit 
p da in two. 

15. Sieg & Siegling, 1921: 234. 
16. See Couvreur, 1966: 168, 176. 
17. The meaning “middle”, “medium” for yw rcki* is sup-

ported by line A 432 a3, where this adjective is used to de-
scribe water that is neither hot nor cold. 

18. Edgerton, 1953: 89a. 
19. Although fragments THT 1649 b—d are placed in the 

same frame with THT 1649 fgm. a (for which see below), at 
the present moment we are unable to find any evidence that 
they also belong to the VAV. 

20. Burlak, Itkin, 2010: 348. 
21. Edgerton, 1953: 372b. 
22. See https://www.univie.ac.at/tocharian/?A%20400 

[Accessed 14.01.2017]. 
23. See Hartmann, 1987: 178. 
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